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In the
News
• Watch OS 1.0.1 arrives to
improve your Apple Watch's
performance —The first
Apple Watch update is here,
and while it doesn’t include
amazing features like Find
My Watch and third-party
watch face Complications, it
does promise to make the
device work better.
The update delivers
improved performance for
Siri, third-party apps,
accessibility, calculating
indoor cycling and rowing
workout calories, measuring
stand activity, and measuring
distance and pace during
outdoor walk and run
workouts. I’m looking
forward to the workout
upgrades, because the native
Workout app has shown iffy
stats when it comes to
distance and pace compared
to third-party apps.


Apple restores iCloud
after global disruption
hinders services
Fred O'Connor
IDG News Service
pple says it has resolved a widespread iCloud issue
that caused service disruptions for 40 percent of its
users—that comes out to at least 128 million
people, based on a company customer count.

A

Several services,
including iCloud
Mail, had been
running slower for
some people, Apple
said in an early status
report. Apple later
updated iCloud’s
status page to reflect
that all services were
working normally.
The service issue
lasted for around
Continued on Page - 9
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EASY TO USE ACCESS TO
MAC RELATED LINKS &
CLUB SCHEDULED EVENTS
& SERVICES…
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access solutions for your
Mac.
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Apple Introduces 15-inch MacBook Pro
with Force Touch Trackpad & New $1,999
iMac with Retina 5K Display
pple® today
updated the 15-inch
MacBook Pro® with
Retina® display
with the new Force
Touch trackpad, faster flash storage,
longer battery life and faster discrete
graphics, delivering even more
performance and capabilities to the
MacBook Pro line. Apple also today
introduced a new $1,999
configuration of the 27-inch iMac®
with Retina 5K display featuring a
breathtaking 14.7 million pixel
display, quad-core processors and
AMD graphics, and lowered the
price of the top-end iMac with
Retina 5K display to $2,299.

A

“The response to the new
MacBook and updated 13-inch
MacBook Pro with Retina display
has been amazing, and today we are
thrilled to bring the new Force
Touch trackpad, faster flash storage
and longer battery life to the 15-inch
MacBook Pro with Retina display,”
said Philip Schiller, Apple’s senior
vice president of Worldwide
Marketing. “Customers love the
groundbreaking iMac with Retina
5K display, and now with a new
lower starting price, even more
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people can experience the best
desktop we’ve ever made.”
The updated 15-inch MacBook
Pro features the amazing Force
Touch trackpad that brings a new
dimension of interactivity to the
Mac®. With built-in force sensors
and a Taptic Engine that delivers
haptic feedback, the Force Touch
trackpad allows you to click
anywhere with a uniform feel and
customize the amount of pressure
needed to register each click. The
new trackpad supports a range of
new gestures, including the new
Force click, and APIs are available for
third-party developers to incorporate
Force Touch capabilities into their
apps. The updated 15-inch
MacBook Pro with Retina display
also features up to 2.5 times faster
flash storage than the previous
generation, with throughput up to
2GBps, and offers an additional
hour of battery life, with up to 9
hours of wireless web browsing and
up to 9 hours of iTunes® movie
playback.* In addition, MacBook
Pro with Retina display discrete
graphics deliver up to 80 percent
faster performance using new AMD
Radeon R9 M370X graphics for
editing video in Final Cut Pro® X,

rendering 3D images in pro graphics
apps or playing high-resolution
games.**
With a resolution of 5120 x
2880, the new $1,999 iMac with
Retina 5K display has 67 percent
more pixels than a 4K display, and
features a 3.3 GHz quad-core Intel
Core i5 processor with Turbo Boost
Speeds up to 3.7 GHz and AMD
Radeon R9 M290 graphics. The new
iMac also includes 8GB of memory
and 1TB of storage, as well as four
USB 3.0 ports and two Thunderbolt
2 ports that deliver up to 20Gbps
each, twice the bandwidth of the
previous generation. The top-end
iMac with Retina 5K display now
starts at $2,299 and features a 3.5
GHz quad-core Intel Core i5
processor with Turbo Boost speeds
up to 3.9 GHz, AMD Radeon R9
M290X graphics and a 1TB Fusion
Drive.
Every new Mac comes with OS
X® Yosemite, the world’s most
advanced desktop operating system,
redesigned and refined with a fresh,
modern look, powerful new apps,

Continued on Page - 5
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First software update for Apple Watch
includes critical security fixes
Lucian Constantin
IDG News Service

Apple 15” MacBook
from page 3

and Continuity features that make
working across your Mac and iOS
devices more fluid than ever.
Photos, iMovie® and
GarageBand®, and iWork® come
free with every new Mac. Photos for
OS X keeps your growing photo and
video collection automatically
organized, easy to navigate and
accessible across all of your
compatible Apple devices using
iCloud® Photo Library. iMovie lets
you easily create beautiful movies,
and you can use GarageBand to
make new music or learn to play
piano or guitar. The iWork suite of
Pages®, Numbers® and Keynote®
makes it easy to create, edit and
share stunning documents,
spreadsheets and presentations.
Pages, Numbers and Keynote for
iCloud let you create a document on
iPhone® or iPad®, edit it on your
Mac and collaborate with friends,
even if they are on a PC.
Pricing & Availability

ou might not be
used to the idea of a
watch endangering
your digital life, but
you should: Apple’s
first update for Watch OS includes

Y
4

14 security patches, and they’re not
trivial.
Watch OS 1.0.1, released
Tuesday, brings several performance
improvements and support for

additional languages, but it also fixes
13 vulnerabilities that could enable
arbitrary code execution,
information disclosure, denial of
Continued on Page - 10
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The updated 15-inch MacBook
Pro with Retina display is available
today through the Apple Online
Store (www.apple.com), Apple’s
retail stores and select Apple
Authorized Resellers with a 2.2
GHz quad-core Intel Core i7
processor with Turbo Boost speeds
up to 3.4 GHz, 16GB of memory,
256GB of flash storage and Intel Iris
Pro graphics starting at $1,999 (US);
May, 2015

and with a 2.5 GHz quad-core
Intel Core i7 processor with Turbo
Boost speeds up to 3.7 GHz, 16GB
of memory, 512GB of flash storage
and AMD Radeon R9 M370X
graphics starting at $2,499 (US).
Configure-to-order options
include faster quad-core Intel Core
i7 processors up to 2.8 GHz with
Turbo Boost speeds up to 4.0 GHz
and flash storage up to 1TB.
Additional technical specifications,
configure-to-order options and
accessories are available online
at www.apple.com/macbook-pro.
The new 27-inch iMac with
Retina 5K display is available today
through the Apple Online Store
(www.apple.com), Apple’s retail
stores and select Apple Authorized
Resellers with a 3.3 GHz quad-core
Intel Core i5 processor with
Turbo Boost Speeds up to 3.7 GHz,
AMD Radeon R9 M290 graphics
and 1TB of storage starting at
$1,999 (US). The top-end iMac now
starts at $2,299 (US) and features a
3.5 GHz quad-core Intel Core i5
processor with Turbo Boost speeds
up to 3.9 GHz, AMD Radeon R9
M290X graphics and a 1TB Fusion
Drive. Configure-to-order options
include faster quad-core Intel Core
i7 processors up to 4.0 GHz with
Turbo Boost speeds up to 4.4 GHz
and flash storage up to
1TB. Additional technical
specifications, configure-to-order
options and accessories are available
online at www.apple.com/imac.

May 2015 using preproduction
MacBook Pro with Retina display
configurations. Battery life and
charge cycles vary by use and
settings. For more information
visit www.apple.com/macbook-pro.
**Testing conducted by Apple in
May 2015 using preproduction
MacBook Pro with Retina display
configurations. For more
information
visit www.apple.com/macbookpro/features-retina/.



*The Wireless Web protocol
testing was conducted by Apple in
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Apple's streaming TV
service might not be
imminent after all

Adobe killing off
Photoshop Touch,
teases more powerful
capabilities with Project
Rigel

Jared Newman | @onejarednewman
Macworld

Derek Walter | @derekwalter
pple’s longrumored
streaming video
service could be
slipping away once
again, as the company reportedly

A

struggles to get TV programmers
on board.
Apple wanted to launch the
service in the fall with roughly 25
6

channels, priced around $30 to
$40 per month, unnamed
industry sources said in March. A
new report from Re/code says
Apple has hit a couple of
roadblocks.

The biggest hurdle involves
local broadcasts from networks
such as ABC, CBS, and Fox.
Apple is reportedly intent on

carrying these networks, but the
negotiations for streaming can get
complicated because the networks
don’t own all their local stations.
Some markets rely on affiliates or a
franchise system, which leads to
rights issues and the need for new
infrastructure in certain cases. For
these reasons, even the networks
themselves can’t easily offer live TV
streaming in every market.
And while an earlier Wall Street
Journal report said Apple was
negotiating with several media
companies, including Disney and
Fox, Re/code’s sources say Apple
hasn’t actually signed up any TV
providers yet. For that reason, a
rumored announcement of the
service at Apple’s Worldwide
Developers Conference in June
seems unlikely.

but notes that TV executives are
optimistic it’ll arrive eventually.
Why this matters: We’ve heard
some form of this story for the last
five years, but the difference now is
that TV programmers are starting to
look beyond the traditional cable
bundle to alternative services such as
Sling TV and Playstation Vue. Still,
those services have made it to
market by forgoing broadcast
networks or offering them in just a
handful of markets. Although it’s
possible to watch local channels with
an antenna, that’s probably a
clunkier solution than Apple wants.
Once again, the company’s
insistence on a well-rounded
product means waiting a bit longer
to get it.

The new report doesn’t say when
Apple’s TV service might launch,
May, 2015
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dobe is
discontinuing
Photoshop
Touch mobile
apps for iOS
and Android. The company
announced the move Friday as
part of a strategy to focus on
more desktop-style editing
capabilities with other mobile
apps.

A

The phonefriendly versions
are still available
for $5, while the
tablet-optmized
editions are $10 in
the App Store and
Google Play.
Adobe says you’ll
be able to buy them until
May 28.
While you won’t get any
updates, the apps will work
on your devices for as long as
you keep them installed.

Adobe has a support guide with
further details about the
transition.
Adobe says the apps are
going away in order to focus on
Project Rigel, which is an effort
to bring more robust editing
capabilities to mobile devices.
As an example, Adobe offers a

video that demonstrates
advanced, nondestructive
correction edits.
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Apple rolls out cheaper Retina iMac, 15inch MacBook Pro with Force Touch
Jared Newman | @onejarednewman
Macworld

Reports: Apple Maps to finally add transit
directions in iOS 9
Apple has been working to fix Maps
in iOS since botching the launch in 2012
with iOS 6. Almost three years and two
major iOS upgrades later, Maps might
finally get the overhaul it desperately
needs.
Apple has been busy collecting
mapping and transit start-ups over the last
couple years, including the recent
purchase of GPS company Coherent
Navigation, but we haven’t seen those
acquisitions at work yet. A new report
indicates that the Maps reboot on deck for
Apple’s annual Worldwide Developers
Conference in June will finally add transit
directions, including trip-planning.
Using Apple Maps in New York City
is pointless because it lacks transit
directions.

So what took so long? Well, according
to a Thursday scoop in 9to5Mac, Apple
was prepping a Maps overhaul for iOS 8,
but pulled the plug prior to last year’s
WWDC for a whole mess of reasons. The
company reportedly didn’t have enough
cities’ transit information ready to go in
time, and the data it did have wasn’t
completely accurate. Those problems have
apparently been fixed. Apple is also
working on indoor mapping, but that
might not be ready to go in time for iOS
9’s rollout.
The story behind the story: Apple
Maps was slammed over its terrible
location data when it launched, which
provided people with completely
inaccurate directions (and led to some
hilarious snafus). Apple CEO Tim Cook
apologized, Maps lead Scott Forstall left

Apple Restores iCloud

sync information stored on Apple
devices via the company’s cloud.

from page 1

pple is upgrading its
15-inch MacBook
Pro, while offering a
cheaper downgrade
for its 27-inch iMac
with Retina 5K display.

A

The new 15-inch MacBook Pro
has a pressure-sensitive Force Touch
trackpad, following the footsteps of
the 13-inch MacBook Pro and the
new 12-inch MacBook. Users can
8

press hard on the trackpad to
perform special commands, such as
previewing links, editing file names,
exposing an app’s open windows,
and dropping a pin in Maps.
Apple is also using a new type of
flash storage that is 2.5 times faster
than the previous model, and is
improving battery life by an hour,
bringing it up to 9 hours of web
browsing or movie playback. The

base model starts at $1,999 with a
2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 16
GB of RAM, and 256 GB of storage.
The other big change to the
MacBook Pro is optional: Users can
get a discrete AMD Radeon R9
M370X graphics card, for when
Intel’s integrated Iris Pro graphics fall

seven hours, starting at
approximately 2:15 a.m. ET and
ending around 9:30 a.m. ET,
according to the service’s status page.
Apple didn’t provide details on
what caused the disruption or how
many people were affected. However,
the company said in a 2013 earnings
report that 320 million people use
iCloud, which lets them back up and

Continued on Page - 11
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Other affected services included
Back to My Mac; Documents in the
Cloud; Find My iPhone, iPad, iPod
touch and Mac; iCloud Drive;
iCloud Keychain; iWork for iCloud
beta; and Photos.
Customers’ comments suggested
that some iCloud services,
particularly email, experienced a
total outage, contradicting Apple’s
claims that the problem was only
causing slower response times.

the company, and then…nothing. The
app improved incrementally over the last
few years, but without public transit
information, Apple Maps isn’t even in the
same league as Google Maps.
But everyone knows Apple hates to
release a product that isn’t perfect,
especially one that took so much initial
criticism, so perhaps the company has
been content to let Maps sit quietly on the
sidelines while it powered up the project
with a great team and better technology.
As Macworld’s Dan Moren noted, Apple
needs public transit, indoor mapping,
Street View, and accurate directions to
compete with Google. If Apple spent the
last few years making its Maps app even
better than Google’s, it will have been
worth the wait. 

One user posted a tweet saying,
“iCloud is not currently slow, it’s off
and down.”
Other people reported similar
problems with the mail service in the
iCloud support forum, saying they
received an error message when they
tried to log in to their accounts.
Apple didn’t immediately reply
to a request for comment.
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SMUG Membership Application
SMUG, the local Macintosh User Group provides Mac owners and users with a local
source of shared knowledge and experience through monthly meetings, training
seminars and its newsletter “The Dialog Box”.
Monthly meetings are held at the Fruitville Public Library, just east of the I-75 - Fruitville Rd. Exit
(see map on back cover)
Meeting times are 5:30PM to 7:30PM, unless specified. See website sarasotamug.com/meetings for meeting dates.
Individual and family membership is $30.00 per year payable to SMUG
Name: __________________________________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State: ______________ Zip: __________ Phone #: (____)___________
Mac Model: _____________________________ Date Joined: _______________Check #: _______________
BRING APPLICATION TO MEETINGS OR MAIL TO:

Sarasota/Manatee Macintosh Users Group • P.O. Box 941 • Venice, FL 34284-0941

SMUG Info Line
Cheaper iMac
President
Michael Ellis . . . . . . . . . . . . (941) 713-0361
E-mail . . . . . . mike@sarasotamug.com
Vice President
David Schatz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E-mail . . . . . .david@sarasotamug.com
Treasurer
Steven E. Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359-8687
E-mail . . . . . . . steve@sarasotamug.com

from page 8

short. It’ll cost you though, as it’s
only available with the $2,499 model
that also has 512 GB of storage and a
2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.

Apple, they do spread some of the
company’s big technologies to across
more of the product line. Force
Touch is now standard on every
MacBook except the MacBook Air
(and is reportedly on the way to the
iPhone), and the Retina display iMac
is just a $200 upgrade over the
regular 27-inch model. It’s not hard

Editor, Webmaster & Industry Liaison
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . . . . . ben@sarasotamug.com

Members Support
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . support@sarasotamug.com

Please call at reasonable hours and ask
it this is a convenient time for them.
We appreciate your cooperation.

Visit Our SMUG WEBSITE at

Apple Watch Update
from page 4

service, traffic hijacking, privilege
escalation and other attacks, and also
updates the list of root CA
certificates trusted by default on the
device.
Eight of the vulnerabilities are
located in the OS kernel, including
one each in the FontParser,
Foundation, IOHIDFamily and
IOAcceleratorFamily components
and one in the Secure Transport
library.
The FontParser vulnerability
could be exploited to execute
arbitrary code when processing a
maliciously crafted font file and one
of the kernel flaws could also be
10

exploited by a malicious application
to execute rogue code with system
privileges.
Other kernel flaws allow man-inthe-middle attackers to redirect user
traffic to arbitrary hosts, cause
denial-of-service conditions, bypass
network filters or compromise
encrypted SSL/TLS connections.
The SSL/TLS vulnerability is
known as FREAK (Factoring Attack
on RSA-EXPORT Keys) and was
disclosed by researchers in March. It
allows attackers in a position to
intercept SSL/TLS connections to
downgrade their security if the server
supports so-called “export” cipher
suites—‘90s-era weak cryptography
that’s no longer used in practice, but

which has remained in client and
server implementations.
To install the Watch OS update
users will need to open the Apple
Watch app on their iPhone and then
go to My Watch > General >
Software Update. The watch needs
to be within range of the iPhone,
connected to the charger and at least
50 percent charged.

www.sarasotamug.com

As for the Retina display iMac,
Apple is adding a cheaper $1,999
variant with a 3.3 GHz quad-core
Intel Core i5 processor, AMD
Radeon R9 M290 graphics, and a 1
TB hard drive. The existing model,
which has a 3.5 GHz processor,
AMD Radeon R9 M290X graphics,
and a 1 TB fusion drive, is getting a
$200 price drop to $2,299.



to imagine both technologies being
standard across Apple’s lineup in a
year or two.



Why this matters: While these
aren’t major product launches for
May, 2015

May, 2015
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MEETING LOCATIONS

Sarasota/Manatee
Macintosh Users Group
P.O. Box 941
Venice, FL 34284-0941

Meetings:**
CURRENT: Wednesday, May. 27, 2015
NEXT: Wednesday, June 24, 2015

**Always, check our website for
any last minute changes.

www.sarasotamug.com

